Vision

Develop Raw Materials into a Major Strength for Europe

Mission

Boost Competitiveness, Growth and Attractiveness of the European Raw Materials Sector via Radical Innovation and Entrepreneurship

...not only critical raw materials are considered
EIT RawMaterials · Our partners – our network – our knowledge triangle
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European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)
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HORIZON 2020*

* The EU Framework Program for Research and Innovation
### EIT RawMaterials Knowledge and Innovation Themes

1. **Exploration and Raw Materials Resource Assessment**
2. **Mining in Challenging Environments**
3. **Increased Resource Efficiency in Mineral and Metallurgical Processes**
4. **Recycling and Materials Chain Optimisation of End-of-Life Products**
5. **Substitution of Critical and Toxic Materials in Products and Substitutions for Optimised Performance**
6. **Design of Products and Services for the Circular Economy**
EIT Raw Materials – Radical innovation and entrepreneurship

- Bridging the valley of death
- Market introduction of production and processes
- Educate entrepreneurs
EIT RawMaterials - Innovation, Education and Entrepreneurship Activities

**MATCHMAKING & NETWORKING**
- RawMaterials InfoCenter
- RawMaterials Matches
- RawMaterials IDEA Camp
- RawMaterials Intrapreneurship Facilitator

**VALIDATION & ACCELERATION**
- RawMaterials Up-scaling
- RawMaterials Network of Infrastructure

**LEARNING & OUTREACH**
- Master Education, PhD Education
- Lifelong Professional Education
- Wider Society Learning

**BUSINESS CREATION & SUPPORT**
- RawMaterials Incubator & Business Creation Services
- Start-up & Innovation booster
- SME Growth booster